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Due to increase overheads and compliance costs, CISL are reviewing all areas of the its revenue to promote a 
sustainable future.

In 2019 alone, increases from port costs, stock feed costs, Maritime NZ costs, etc., and the minimum wage 
increase, have significantly impacted CISL. As an example, CISL spent $29,483.00 last year on stock feed 
alone. Unfortunately, CISL is no longer able to shield its customers from these cost increases.

From July 1st, 2019 (in addition to CISL’s published base rates) CISL will apply a livestock levy to all animals 
as follows:

Destination Small Animal – (Not Cattle and 
Horses)

Large Animal (Cattle and Horses)

Napier $2.00 $8.19
Timaru $2.85 $9.79

These charges are the result of the costs directly incurred from the livestock themselves through port 
charges and consumption of stock feed. The cost of stock feed averaged out over total exported animals 
within the last 12 months is as follows:

- Sheep $0.55 
- Cattle $1.65

Current Port Charges

Port Cost per small animal– (Not Cattle 
and Horses)

Cost per large animal- (Cattle 
and Horses)

Napier $1.25 $5.75
Timaru $2.10 $7.35
Waitangi $0.20 $0.79

Note, Ports do not separate Yearlings from fully grown Cattle

Livestock is the highest commodity by volume shipped by CISL, however over the last 12 months 
(01/05/2018 – 31/04/2019) livestock proceeds only contributed to ~26% of CISL’s total revenue (not 
including cargo required for farming of livestock).  Imported cargo has been subsidising livestock and this is 
unsustainable. 
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From CISL’s perspective:

 Livestock is a major contributor to NZ port berthage costs as it takes a full day to discharge the vessel 
and clean it to a satisfactory condition to receive general cargo. This equates to 50% of total 
berthage fees.

 The size of the vessel required to service the Chatham Islands. Imported cargo requires no more 
than 50 % of the current vessel, exported Livestock requires 80% or greater.

 The vessels dead weight tonnage required in order to provide enough surface area for the animals. 
(this relates to the amount of sea water it needs to displace resulting in kilo watts of power)

 Number of crew onboard for adequate stock handling. 
 Prohibits the vessel sailing in adverse conditions or requires a longer passage to NZ.
 There is a significant revenue variance between a partially loaded inbound and fully loaded livestock 

outbound voyage. 
 Livestock freight rates have not kept pace with inflation. Using the 2007 BRF base rate for shorn 

lambs of $18.55, todays rate should be in excess of $25.00.

Can we fit more animals on per voyage?

CISL is often asked if we can fit more animals on the vessel. This is a fair question. 
Maritime Rules Part 24C: Carriage of Cargoes – Specific Cargoes specifies as follows:
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Below Deck Pens

Our pens below are 3m x 3m = 9sq meters.

The table below demonstrates the maximum allowance per animal weight.

Size Formula Qty Total available pens Total Capacity
<20Kg’s 9 ÷ 0.24 less 10% reduction 33.75 animals

48
1620.00

>20Kg’s 9 ÷ 0.29 less 10% reduction 27.93 animals 1340.64

Top Deck Pens

Our pens above deck are:

Stock box – 5.9m x 2.4m less gates and troughs = 14sq meters

Mid Ships (in between Stock boxes) – 5.9m x 4.8m less gates and troughs = 18 sq meters.

The table below demonstrates the maximum allowance per animal weight.

Size Formula Qty Total available pens
<20Kg’s Stock Box, 14 ÷ 0.24 less 5% reduction 55.42 animals

Dependent on other 
General Cargo 
requirements

<20Kg’s Mid Ships (2 x stock box equivalents)
18 ÷ 0.24 less 5% reduction

110.83 animals 

>20Kg’s Stock Box, 14 ÷ 0.29 less 5% reduction 45.86 animals 

>20Kg’s Mid Ships (2 x stock box equivalents)
18 ÷ 0.29 less 5% reduction

91.72 animals 

Higher capacity stock boxes.

We have researched acquiring higher capacity stock boxes to the extent of producing three-dimensional CAD 
drawings. In theory the initiative has merit from an animal capacity perspective. We are yet unable to 
ascertain how a crew member will be able to safely access all areas of the stock crate to remove a sick 
animal as per Transport within New Zealand Code of Welfare, 1st October 2018

8.3 Transport of Animals within New Zealand Waters

Minimum Standard No. 12 – Transport within New Zealand Waters

b) The driver and/or stock attendant must be available during the voyage to provide care during transit. The 
master must allow these people access to the animals for inspections and appropriate treatment, if 
circumstances allow.

Maritime rule 24c prescribes a minimum height allowance of 1.5 metres for sheep. This will place the floor of 
the second second tier in any stock box configuration at 1.9 meters from the deck when considering 200mm 
for waste fluid containment and floor structural integrity for both levels.

Ultimately the overall design is much more complex than simply applying a second shelf in a container. This 
is due to the loading and discharge considerations, feeding and watering of animals in transit and crew 
access. Cost of fabrication is also a deterrent.

For the foreseeable future when considering the current pressing overheads, we intend to continue with the 
current method on the current vessel.
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Best regards,

Greig Robertson

General Manager.

Chatham Island Shipping Ltd

References used in this letter:

Maritime Rule 24c

https://www.maritimenz.govt.nz/rules/part-24C/Part24C-maritime-rule.pdf

Transport within New Zealand Code of Welfare

https://www.mpi.govt.nz/dmsdocument/1407/send


